
Print Release

___________________ (Client) has purchased digital photographs from a photography session with Cindy 
MacKeigan of Stonetree Photography.  The above Client is hereby granted permission by Stonetree 
Photography to reproduce the images and make an unlimited number of prints in any size for personal use 
only.  

The Client agrees that he/she may not use any images for commercial or editorial purposes, or enter any 
Stonetree Photography images into competition without the express written permission. 

Stonetree Photography is not liable for print quality, cropping or coloring of any photos not printed directly 
through a professional lab.  Prints made at different times, in different sizes, or printed from different print labs 
may be variable in colour balance. Due to the limitations of computer monitors it is understood that images 
may appear differently according to the specification of each monitor and prints will not necessarily match 
images rendered on any particular computer monitor. 

Stonetree Photography retains the copyright to all images, as per the Canadian Copyright Act.

Copyright & Licensing Notice 
The images that are being provided to you are licensed to you for any reasonable personal purposes, including 
but not limited to: printing, copying, emailing, and web publishing.  Your license does not include use that 
results in financial gain, including but not limited to: advertising, stock photography, print sale profits, or resale 
of any nature.  It is requested and appreciated for online use, to utilize the water marked images provided.  

Your purchase of the original files releases Stonetree Photography from any liability due to loss or damage of 
the images, and also releases Stonetree Photography from any obligation to maintain copies of any digital file, 
image, or photograph. You hereby grant to Stonetree Photography the right to use and publish images and 
photographs taken at your photography session to further promote its service, including portfolio, website, 
display, advertisement, and editorial use and any other purpose and in any manner and medium.

Stonetree Photography retains all copyrights to the images and derivative works thereof.  By using any of these 
images, you are agreeing to the above terms. 

Signature: ___________________________________                                            Date: ___________________

Cindy MacKeigan
519-362-0052
Owner, Stonetree Photography
www.stonetreephotography.com
info@stonetreephotography.com

http://Www.stonetreephotography.com/

